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This Learning Scenario is developed within the Three Rs and Animal Use in Science Project. The Project 

aims to promote alternatives to animal testing and the Three Rs through education and has been 

initiated by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) and supported by the European 

Parliament under a Preparatory Action entitled “Promoting alternatives to animal testing”. The project 

is coordinated by European Schoolnet (EUN) on behalf of the JRC.  
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European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC), Chemical Safety and Alternative Methods Unit (F3) 
Via e. Fermi 2749, I-21027 Ispra (VA), Italy 
Email: JRC-F3-ENQUIRIES@ec.europa.eu 
EU Science Hub 
https://ec.europe.eu/jrc 
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lex.europa.eu/eli/dec/2011/833/oj). 

Unless otherwise noted, the reuse of this document is authorised under the Creative Commons 

Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0) licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). This 
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For any use or reproduction of elements that are not owned by the EU, permission may need to be 

sought directly from the respective right holders. 
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SUSTAINABLE SCIENCE: THE THREE Rs 

A Three Rs Learning Scenario 

Author(s) 

Mavrodieva Svetla (adapted from the original Learning Scenario for Secondary school level authored 

by Maela Del Grammastro and Fausto Senia), Salim Isidora 

Summary 

This LS will introduce young students to animal rights, animal research, alternatives, careers, and 

caregiving. It will also look at the Three Rs principles and their importance in governing the field of 

Animal Research Science and the use of animals in clinical trials. 

‘Animal use in science’ refers to animals which are used in basic and applied research, development or 

production of medicines, and testing of chemicals, food additives and other products to make sure they 

are safe. 

The Three Rs stands for the replacement, reduction, and refinement of animal use in science.  

Anyone using animals for scientific purposes in the European Union must apply the Three Rs under EU 

law (Directive 2010/63/EU). 

Animal testing is banned under the EU legislation on cosmetics. 

Key elements 

Overview 

Subject Science for young learners, Social Studies for young learners, Math, 
Computational Thinking, Unplugged Coding, English as a second language 

Topic Animal research, alternatives, the Three Rs principles 
Careers in the field of Animal Research Science 
Integrated Math and Science for young learners Lesson: Mice Math  
Computational Thinking Lesson: Mice Algorithm (draw your favourite 
laboratory animal) 

Age of students 9-14 years old 

Preparation time Up to 4 hours, including interdisciplinary LS 

Teaching time Lesson 1: 60-70 min.; Lesson 2: 80-90 min.; L. 3: 60-70 min.; L. 4: 80-90 min. 

Online teaching 
material  

1. Presentations for the LS: 

• PPT 1, Sustainable Science: Animal Research and Alternatives. 
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-
Science_Primary-Schools.pptx 

• PPT 2, Sustainable Science. 
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-
Science_Primary-Schools.pptx 

• PPT 3, Sustainable-Science: Mice-Math. 
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-
Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx 

• PPT 4, Sustainable Science: Mice-Algorithm. 
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-
Mice-Algorithm_Primary-Schools.pptx 

• Mice Math- Three Rs- online test in real time: 
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-Mice-Alograrithm_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-Mice-Alograrithm_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-Mice-Alograrithm_Primary-Schools.pptx
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
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Overview 

DzaALceYQAHh-
G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS
4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE  

2. MS Teams 
3. Vocaroo.com - https://vocaroo.com/ - voice recording, for the open-ended 

questions and discussions 
4. to be shared via: QR code/download & email 
5. Three Rs Education and Training Learning Scenarios  

European Commission, Joint Research Centre (JRC) (2020): Three Rs 
Education and Training Learning Scenarios. European Commission, Joint 
Research Centre (JRC) [Dataset] PID: 
http://data.europa.eu/89h/5803050b-bdc4-4032-bbda-f794a0fc58c0   

6. Storyboard for developing the Three Rs educational resources 
Holloway, M., Berggren, E., Dura, A., Gribaldo, L., Whelan, M., Storyboard 
for developing Three Rs education resources – Replacement, Reduction, 
Refinement of animal use in science, European Commission, Ispra, 2021, 
JRC124054: https://joint-research-
centre.ec.europa.eu/document/download/4ba5b3b1-2593-4b31-b5e7-
0a8219a2d8f7_en?filename=Storyboard  

Offline teaching 
material 

Paper for students’ drawings, writing instructions/take notes/do calculations, 
Pencils for students, Paper for printing materials (tests, quizzes, etc.) 

Resources used Videos 

• Tierversuche verstehen. (2017, June 26). The 3R Principle: Replace 
Reduce Refine [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onqmtKnNsmY&t=75s  

• AALAS Foundation. (2018, February 27). Veterinarian - Laboratory 
Animal Science [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sa_42yc4Xfc&t=1s  

• NCABR. (2008, October 31). Laboratory Animal Technician [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhMAFNHFXbc  

• National Centre for the 3Rs (NC3Rs)]. (2018, September 13). The 3Rs. 
Their definition, application and importance to your work [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdKiD5pW2XY&t=201s  

• Understanding Animal Research. (2012, March 5). A day in the life of 
an animal technologist [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm5ETeX8eNM  

• Understanding Animal Research. (2017, June 13). Weekly cage change 
[Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0  

• Science Magazine. (2018, February 7). Are happy lab animals better for 
science? [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB5BSzPsLsw  

• Understanding Animal Research. (2021, November 18). 5 ways to care 
for zebrafish [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-
ONDSTuhks  

• Alternatives Series: Computational Modelling 
https://www.forhumanescience.org/blog/computational-modelling/  

Websites 

• CARING FOR ALL. (2018, March 5). Drive. https://care.aalas.org/drive/  
• Careers. https://kids4research.org/Careers  

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://vocaroo.com/
http://data.europa.eu/89h/5803050b-bdc4-4032-bbda-f794a0fc58c0
https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/document/download/4ba5b3b1-2593-4b31-b5e7-0a8219a2d8f7_en?filename=Storyboard
https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/document/download/4ba5b3b1-2593-4b31-b5e7-0a8219a2d8f7_en?filename=Storyboard
https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/document/download/4ba5b3b1-2593-4b31-b5e7-0a8219a2d8f7_en?filename=Storyboard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onqmtKnNsmY&t=75s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sa_42yc4Xfc&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhMAFNHFXbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdKiD5pW2XY&t=201s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm5ETeX8eNM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB5BSzPsLsw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
https://www.forhumanescience.org/blog/computational-modelling/
https://care.aalas.org/drive/
https://kids4research.org/Careers
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Aim of the lesson 

By the end of the lesson students will: 

• Understand what are the Three Rs principles and how they are implemented in scientific 
research. 

• Familiarize themselves with the European legislation about the use of animals for scientific 
purposes and how it is implemented in the Member States.  

• Develop targeted online search skills while researching different career profiles of Three Rs 
practitioners. 

• Understand different career profiles of the practitioners who apply the Three Rs in their work 
in the field of Animal Research Science and what skills and knowledge their career entails. 

• Examine how studying STEM subjects/ Math and Computational thinking can lead to jobs in 
the field. 

• Develop computational thinking skills based on real-life problems. 

Trends 

Project-based learning; Collaborative learning; Critical thinking and problem solving; Open-source 
learning; STEM learning and familiarization with STEM-related careers; Peer Learning; ICT literacy; 
Learning with the use of visual media. 

21st century skills 

Critical thinking; Communication; Collaboration; Creativity and Innovation; Problem solving; Digital 

literacy. 

STEM Strategy Criteria 

Elements and criteria How is this criterion addressed in the learning scenario 

Instruction   

Personalization of learning While the Lessons from 1 to 4 are to be taught to primary school students, age 
7-12 years old, throughout this LS there are appointed ‘’Notes’’ referring to 
whether the case is ‘’early readers and writers-age 7-8 & 9 years old’’ or to a 
bit more ‘’mature’’ ones, age 10-12 years old. 
For early writers and readers (7-8 years old): 
- Individual reading and writing could be replaced with shared reading & 
reading aloud, and finger writing 
- In cases where writing is still a problem could be replaced with drawings or 
electronically via voice/video recording 

Problem and project-based 
learning (PBL) 

This LS offers the experience of solving an open-ended problem through 
discussions, thus enhancing collaboration and communication.  

Inquiry-Based Science 
Education (IBSE) 

MS Office-online test in real time (Mice Math)/voice recording for discussions  

Curriculum implementation   
Emphasis on STEM topics 
and competencies 

This LS emphases on the topic of Sustainable Science, Three Rs, supporting 
young learners to develop science literacy in the field of Animal Research 
Science, Three Rs, and related career profiles. 

Interdisciplinary instruction Teach across the curriculum:  
- Lesson 3 – Math (Mice Math Problem) 
- Lesson 4 – Computational Thinking/Unplugged Coding (Mice Algorithm) 
- All lessons: 1) English as a foreign language for young learners: Listening 

Comprehension and Speaking; 2) English as a foreign language: scientific 
vocabulary building related to sustainable science, the Three Rs 

Contextualization of STEM 
teaching 

STEM concept of sustainable science, the Three Rs contextualizes what has 
been taught to be linked to real-life examples: (1) Elaborating over already 
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Elements and criteria How is this criterion addressed in the learning scenario 

presented topics: career profiles & desired skills for the Animal Science 
Research jobs. (2) Solving Math problems as a factor to study and qualify for a 
job in the field of Animal Science Research. 

Assessment   

Continuous assessment Evaluating student’s progress through an ongoing assessment of: (1) 
Collaboration & communication skills during the discussions in Lessons 1&2; 
(2) Speaking and listening comprehension skills during video clips watching in 
Lessons 1&2; (3) Identifying achieved steps, in terms of extending from basic 
descriptors to computational thinking language: decomposition, pattern 
recognition, abstraction and algorithms, in Lesson 4 

Personalized assessment Personalized assessment: While the Lessons from 1 to 4 are to be taught to 
primary school students, age 7-12 years old, throughout this LS there are 
appointed ‘’Notes’’ referring to whether the case is ‘’early readers and writers-
age 7-8 & 9 years old’’ or to a bit more ‘’mature’’ ones, age 10-12 years old. 

Professionalization of staff   

Highly qualified 
professionals 

This LS will provide an opportunity for the teachers to expand their repertoire 
of skills, such as: explore the Microsoft Office (online tests, PPTs for online 
teaching, etc.); some practical skills on how to teach Unplugged Coding to 
primary school students; some methods for formal & informal assessment of 
the Speaking and Listening Comprehension skills in English as a foreign 
language (vocabulary building in the field of Animal Research Science). 

Existence of supporting 
(pedagogical) staff 

Currently n/a 

Professional development For this LS most likely there will be a need for some professional development 
activities to be done by the primary teachers, in terms of receiving some 
training on the Microsoft Office (Teams / forms / online tests in real time, etc.) 

School leadership and culture  

School leadership Currently n/a 

High level of cooperation 
among staff 

This LS provides 2 cross curriculum lessons in Math and in Unplugged Coding 
for young learners  

Inclusive culture This LS aims to provide students with practical knowledge (Lessons 2, 3 & 4), 
and inspiration for pursuing careers in the field of Animal Research Science. 

Connections   

With industry This LS is adapted for primary school students, who are not yet to be exposed 
to real connection/practices with the industry in the field the LS covers. 

With parents/guardians Engaging parents in supporting their children’s studies: shared reading at 
home, with extra materials provided, and support home assignments. 

With other schools and/or 
educational platforms 

Microsoft Office 
Teams 

With universities and/or 
research centres 

Currently n/a for primary school students  

With local communities Currently n/a for primary school students  

School infrastructure   

Access to technology and 
equipment 

Learning is supported and enhanced with relevant use of technology 
(especially when entirely online learning & teaching or mixed module): 
Microsoft Office (online tests), PPT. 
Completed solution can be presented via an electronic device as spoken word-
vocaroo.com - for the open-ended questions/discussions/homework / video 
clips watching in real time via internet connection. 

High quality instruction 
classroom materials 
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Lesson Plan 

Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Lesson 1 Animal research, alternatives, Three Rs  

Starter The teacher should support the lesson with the use of the 

presentation linked below, the number of the slides and 

corresponding content are indicated step by step below.  

PPT Presentation 1, Sustainable Science: Animal Research and 

Alternatives. 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-

Science_Primary-Schools.pptx 

Slide 3 

The teacher presents learning objectives of the lesson. 

Demonstration of this slide is optional and can be skipped in case the 

teacher doesn’t want to announce objectives at this point. In this case 

this slide can be used for the feedback session with students: the 

teacher can demonstrate this slide at the end of the lesson asking 

students what they learned and if the objectives were reached. 

Slide 4 

The teacher continues the lesson by asking the class a question from 

the slide and encourages students to share their thoughts on the 

issue of animal testing.  

The teacher should instruct students to write down 3 things that 

come to mind when they hear about “animals used for scientific 

purposes” or “animal testing” (3-5 min). After the students complete 

the task, the teacher should ask them to share what they wrote. 

After students share their thoughts, the teacher should explain that: 

‘Animal use in science’ refers to animals which are used in research, 
development or production of medicines, and testing of chemicals, 
food additives and other products to make sure they are safe. 

Note to teacher: For early writers, have them draw their own picture 

and then give responds orally rather than writing them down. 

20 min 

Development Before continuing to the slide 5, the teacher should ask all the 

students to stand up and play a short game of ‘yes-no’ with the 

students. The teacher should instruct students if their answer to the 

question is ‘yes’, they should sit down and for those whose answer is 

‘no’ to remain standing. The students who sat down should stand 

back up after each question: 

• When you were sick, did you ever take some medicine? 

• Have you ever received a vaccine? 

• Has your pet ever been vaccinated? 

• If you have a pet, do you give it special pet food? 

• Do you use medical shampoo to wash your hair? 

After the last question the teacher should instruct students to remain 
seated and explain that medicine and vaccines are tested on animals. 

10-15 

min 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT1_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Also, some or all components of pet food and medical shampoo were 
tested or can be tested on animals in order to be declared safe for 
humans or pets. Note to teacher: animal testing of cosmetic products 
is banned in the EU. 

Slide 5 

The teacher then should continue the discussion by asking questions 

below: 

• Do you know why animals are used for scientific purposes?  

• Do you believe that testing the medications and/or other 
chemicals before exposing humans to it is the right thing to 
do? 

The teacher should instruct students to copy or read the facts about 

animal use in science and include the technical words on the slide. 

The teacher should explain the meaning of the technical terms.  

Note to teacher: For early readers and writers – shared reading to be 

applied, omit technical terms. 

Main part Slide 6 

The teacher should present the video on the slide: Three Rs: 
Replacement, Refinement, Reduction – A guideline for sustainable 
animal laboratory science 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onqmtKnNsmY&t=75s (04:03 
min., English) and allow students to watch. In case the teacher finds 
it suitable they can start the video from the beginning, or they can 
start playing it from 01:15 seconds when the speaker starts explaining 
the Three Rs principles. The teacher should stop the video after each 
principle to check with students if they understood the video.  

Note to the teacher: Before introducing the video to your class make 
sure that the video is suitable for your students as younger students 
tend to be more sensitive to the content. In case you do not find the 
video suitable for your class replace it with a more appropriate one.  

Slide 7 

After watching the video, the teacher should ask students questions 

below that would allow them to examine if the students understood 

the content of the video and understood the meaning of the Three Rs 

Principles: 

• How can we change the way we treat animals, so they have 
a better life and be less stressed in the laboratories? 

• What do we call that principle? 

• How can we use fewer animals in research? 

• What do we call that principle? 

• Can we do science without animals?  

• What do we call that principle? 

The teacher should explain that thanks to the European lab animal 

laws (Directive 2010/63/EU) the Three Rs principles are already a part 

30-35 

min 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onqmtKnNsmY&t=75s
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

of National Laws in all EU countries. They should also repeat once 

more that the Three Rs stands for: 

• replacing animal experiments with techniques that do not 
require animals, 

• reducing the number of animals used through carefully 
designing the experiment or using the animals more than 
once if they are not harmed or stressed,  

• refining our techniques to reduce harm and stress. 

Slide 8 

When we talk about Three Rs it is important to mention some of the 

available alternatives to the use of animals for the testing purposes. 

In this slide the teacher should introduce two (of many) available 

alternatives. It is important to mention that often, non-animal 

methods complement, and help replace animal models in the long 

run. There are non-animal methods that can be used in some cases:  

• Cell cultures: Groups of cells with similar functions (usually from 
animals or humans) that live and multiply in laboratory dishes. 
We can observe the effect that substances such as chemicals 
have on the cells. 

• Computer modelling: Calculations done on a computer to try to 
predict the effects a medicine will have on a living person or 
animal 

Computational modelling uses a lot of previously gathered biological 

data including patient data to predict mathematically what might 

happen to an organism if it is exposed to a substance such as a 

chemical or a food additive.  

Slide 9 

The teacher shows a video (“Dogs in medical research” – 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzjA2aWZ7CA – 01:39 min., 

English, showing how dogs can be used in science. The video shows 

inside an animal research facility and examples of ‘refinement’ 

techniques can be seen. The teacher should instruct students to try 

and identify which Three Rs principle they saw in the video. 

Note to the teacher: Before introducing any videos to your class make 

sure that the videos are suitable for your class, as younger students 

tend to be more sensitive to the content. In case you do not find the 

videos suitable for your class replace them with more appropriate 

ones. 

Examples of Three Rs principles in practice:  

• Non-invasive scanning techniques (replacement), 

• Clicker training/dog treats/lab techs playing with dogs/social 

housing of animals (refinement) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzjA2aWZ7CA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzjA2aWZ7CA
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Note to teacher: For early readers and writers – no categorization to 

be applied after watching the video but just listing orally their 

impressions of what they have watched, omit technical terms. 

Plenary Slide 10  

The questions presented on the slide are directly related to the initial 

learning objectives, by asking students the given questions, teacher 

will be able to assess students’ understanding and whether they have 

achieved the set objectives. 

Teacher should instruct students to write on the piece of paper: 

(1) Give two examples of how the Three Rs are used in research 

(2) In 3 sentences explain why we use animals for research 

(3) If you could make a 4th “R”, what would it be and why? 

Alternatively, if the classroom is equipped with enough electronic 

devices, this activity can be done using Padlet or Tricider, where 

students will be able to share their answer and comment on answers 

of their peers. 

Note to teacher: For early readers and writers: 

Questions are optional. If the teacher decides to implement them, the 

questions should be answered as a shared speaking activity, where 

students will have a chance to summarise what they learned and give 

their impressions. 

15 min 

Homework/as

sessment/pair 

work 

Slide 11 

The teacher forms pairs of groups of 4 students each and instructs 

them to develop their own enrichment product, such as a better cage 

design, or toy for a particular laboratory animal of their choice. In 

order to develop the product suitable for a specific animal, the 

teacher should instruct students to explore ways of taking care of that 

animal and research their different needs regarding housing, feeding 

or entertainment. The teacher should suggest some of the animals 

from the list:  

• Rat 

• Monkey 

• Rabbit 

• Fish 

• Dog 
Students can prepare their homework in the form of drawing, photo 
collage, handmade item (constructed, made from paper or other 
reusable products) or any other creative form, which suits the age of 
student and can be presented/demonstrated to others. 

n/a 

Wordsearch 

(Optional)  

At the end of the lesson teacher provides students with a word search 

puzzle (Wordsearch 1 in Annex I). The puzzle can be presented in a 

form of printout/copy, online test, ppt in class. In any version, the 

teacher should not provide the answer key until students complete 

the task. 
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Note to teacher: students can record their answers using 

Vocaroo.com tool. Please remember, that you should ask parents’ 

permission for such recordings in advance. 

Lesson 2 Careers: Are you up to the challenge to care?  

Starter The aim of this lesson is to introduce students to different careers and 

professionals working in the field of the Three Rs. Students will have 

a chance to get to know the different roles and their importance 

when it comes to successful implementation of the Three Rs in 

research laboratories. 

During this lesson the teacher should use the Three Rs Sustainable 

Science PPT Presentation 2: 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-

Science_Primary-Schools.pptx 

Depending on students’ interest, the teacher should choose if they 

should include more possible careers in the Three Rs or keep the ones 

already included in the presentation. There are many career options 

in the field of the Three Rs: 

• Veterinarians and animal care technicians 

• Research scientist 

• Computer programmers 

• Statisticians  

• Technical writers 

• Engineers 

• Accountants 

• Lawyers 

• Activists 

• …. And the list goes on 

Note to teacher: For the youngest learners, select the most familiar 
type of profession for them. Instead of suggesting, you can ask them 
questions to help them to identify professions. For example: When 
your pet is ill, where do you go for treatment? (Possible answers: 
veterinarian, pharmacist, worker of pets’ store, etc.). 

Slide 3 

The teacher should start the lesson by asking following question: 

• Do you know what can you do as a Thee Rs professional? 

• Do you know what jobs can you preform around a research 
lab that does testing on animals? 

Students should guess (for early writers and readers) or write down 

their answers and suggestions. After the students have shared their 

opinion, the teacher should provide them with the list above and 

together they should compare and expand the list of career options 

in the field of Laboratory Animal Science. 

5 min 

Development Career Profiles 

Research team – Slide 4   

10 -15 

min 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT2_LS_Sustainable-Science_Primary-Schools.pptx
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Teacher should introduce the possible career path in biomedicine or 

biology. They should emphasize that usually when it comes to 

laboratories, people working there make a research team that 

includes many professionals of different orientation. The teacher 

should also, discuss with the students different essential qualities as 

well as different educational paths a person pursuing career in Three 

Rs should take. Students can also write down their answers or work 

in groups to come up with answers.  

The teacher can provide students with the information about 

different careers and members of a research team that can be found 

on these websites:  

• https://kids4research.org/Careers  

• https://care.aalas.org/drive/ 

The teacher should develop a handout and provide to students to 

better introduce them to the possible careers in the Three Rs field.   

Possible responses-qualities: 

• passion for discovery 

• genuine respect and compassion for animals 

• desire to advance biomedical progress for humans and 
animals 

Possible responses-education: 

• Biology 

• Biomedicine 

• Veterinary medicine 

• Bioengineering 

• Programming 

• Law 

Main Veterinarian – Slide 5 

The teacher shows the video embedded in the slide:  

“Laboratory Animal Veterinarian” 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sa_42yc4Xfc&t=1s – 03:55 

min., English). In this video students will get to know about a typical 

day of work of a veterinarian in a laboratory, what are their tasks and 

who they work with daily.  

Before starting the video, the teacher should ask students about their 

opinion what would be the tasks of this professional.  

Teacher should emphasize that veterinarians working in laboratories 

commonly coordinate animal care activities and advise researchers 

on proper animal care and selection. Also, those veterinarians, 

working in scientific research on the territory of the EU, they are 

responsible for the animal health and ensure compliance with the EU 

Three Rs Principles 

Laboratory Animal Research Technician – Slide 6 

15-20 

min 

https://kids4research.org/Careers
https://care.aalas.org/drive/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sa_42yc4Xfc&t=1s
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Teacher shows embedded in the slide video: “Laboratory Animal 

Technician” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhMAFNHFXbc –

03:44 min., English). In this video students will get to know about a 

typical day of a technician in a laboratory, what are their tasks and 

who they work with daily. 

The teacher should emphasize some of the tasks the technicians 

preform: 

1. Observe the experimental animals,  
2. Perform different laboratory tests,  
3. Assist with preparations for testing,  
4. Collect, organize, and analyse data. 

Caretakers- Slide 7 

The teacher should provide the list of the caretaker’s responsibilities: 

one by one, allowing students to discuss what the task would entail 

and elaborate on the topic. The teacher should facilitate the 

discussion explaining unknown words or by asking additional 

questions.  

1. Create cleaning schedules 
2. Develop and follow sanitation procedures 
3. Provide feed and bedding 
4. Ensure animals get proper medical care 
5. Keep control of the environment 
6. Providing daily care for animals: feeding, watering, changing 

bedding, providing clean cages, and nesting material, grooming 
animals, playing with animals 

7. Observing and reporting anything that appears abnormal in the 
animals: eating habits, appearance, unusual behaviours 

8. Observing and reporting changes in the animal room 
environment: temperature, fresh air flow, room lighting, 
humidity, noise level 

9. Assisting with animal identification and record keeping  
10. Using equipment and machinery, such as light meters, sanitizing 

equipment, and computers  
11. Providing treatments to animals as instructed 

Students should expand the list of responsibilities and teachers 

should help students reflect on the different tasks. The teacher 

should explain why each of the tasks is important for ensuring that 

the animals have the best possible living conditions in the laboratory.  

Environment 

Environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity, light, noise, 

and air exchange are very important when it comes to taking care of 

laboratory animals. These conditions should closely be monitored 

and controlled in order to provide the animal with the best quality of 

life.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhMAFNHFXbc
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

The animal's environment affects the animal's health, and therefore, 

potentially affects the outcome of a study in which they are 

participating as a model.  

Animals housed outdoors must receive protection from heat, cold 

and other environmental extremes. 

Caging 

Cages must provide the laboratory animals with comfort and safety. 

The animals must be able to move freely within them and have access 

to clean food and water.  

Placing too many animals in a cage or using cages that are too small 

causes stress in the animals. 

Cleaning and sanitation 

Bedding, racks, feeders, watering devices and other pieces of 

equipment, in which animals live in and use need to be regularly 

cleaned in order to prevent development and spread of different 

diseases, bacteria of fungus that would affect the life of the animal, 

and the results and quality of the study they are used for.  

Note to teacher: for the youngest learners the teacher should select 

which information to provide and shorten/simplify it. During the 

lesson, the teacher can also evaluate the dynamics of perception and 

if students are able to absorb more information – then more topics 

can be discussed. It is recommended to provide information in the 

form of discussion and Q&A sessions to keep students active and 

focused on the topic. 

Slide 8 

The teacher shows the videos that depict the tasks of caretakers in 

the animal laboratories and explain the importance of their tasks.  

1. Weekly cage change 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0 – 05:37 min, 
English)  

2. Are happy lab animals better for science? 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB5BSzPsLsw – 03:55 min, 
English) 

3. 5 ways to care for zebrafish 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks – 02:20 min., 
English) 

Note to teacher: please, check the videos before the lesson to assess 
if and how to present to the youngest learners. 

Homework/ 

after class 

activities/ 

pair/group 

work 

/assessment 

At the end of the lesson the teacher should provide students with a 

word search puzzle about job profiles (Wordsearch 2 and 3 – in Annex 

II & III). The puzzle can be provided as paper-based copies, online test 

in real time, ppt in class. 

Note: for young learners this activity should be optional or done in 

pairs/small groups. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TxOeE6XAb0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB5BSzPsLsw
https
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-ONDSTuhks
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

Lesson 3  Mice Mathematics Integrated (science for your learners and Math) 

 The Mice mathematic Integrated lesson can be done in several 

formats. Depending on how the teacher decides to hold the class they 

can use the PPT below to support the lesson and present different 

tasks. Additionally, the teacher can introduce the lesson briefly 

showing the slides 3 to 5 and provide the task to students in a form 

of a test or a paper-handout. 

PPT Presentation 3. Sustainable-Science: Mice-Math. 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-

Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx 

Note to teacher: in case you would like to hold online tests for 

students while presenting the PPT Presentation, you can use the 

following form or create your own: Mice Math-3Rs – online test: 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k

-DzaALceYQAHh-

G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjV

aWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE  

Note: the questions in the form is the same as in the Presentation.  

2x45 min 

Starter Slide 3 

Students often say ‘’When will I ever need to solve math problems in 

real life?’’ 

In caring for laboratory animals, math is important part of the job. 

Understanding how to do certain types of math problems helps to 

ensure that animals are healthy, the environment is safe, and 

laboratory animals receive appropriate care according to the laws of 

that country eg, EU Directive 2010/63/EU Annex III Requirements for 

establishments and for the care and accommodation of animals  

5 min 

Development Slide 4 

Animals in research facilities depend on their human caretakers for 

their day-to-day needs. Researchers must have animals that are 

healthy and happy in order to produce quality research in animals 

that can be applied to humans. In other words, the animals must 

receive food, water, and social stimulation appropriate for their 

species.  

The teacher should ask students to imagine if they were a laboratory 

animal caregiver working at a company that develops new medicines. 

They are assigned to care for several rooms of mice in a study of a 

new drug. The teacher should instruct students to refer to caretaker 

responsibilities that they talked about in the previous session.  

Note to teacher: you can set up animation in the PPT Presentation for 

the text appear only after students will provide answers. 

Slide 5-15 

10-15 

min 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT3_LS_Sustainable-Science_Mice-Math_Primary-Schools.pptx
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=TXIrBLIZ0k-DzaALceYQAHh-G7N4lCBLqo9yKcRdI0RURUJBM1Q5ME5TWDA3Q1NVQk9LM01DQjVaWS4u&sharetoken=5V0XnKnRk9YAxAcihlkE
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

After this activity the teacher should continue with the Mice Math 

test, by either continuing the PowerPoint presentation or by 

providing students with the exercises in the desired format.  

Note to teacher: please, pay attention, authors gave different 

measurement systems (kg and Ib, F and C) on purpose. This will 

stimulate students to be more attentive and also use extra calculation 

methods for converting measurements into needed ones. 

Lesson 4 Mice Algorithm- Unplugged Coding   

Lesson 4 The teacher should support the lesson with the use of the 

presentation linked below, the number of the slides and 

corresponding content are indicated step by step below.  

PPT Presentation 4, Sustainable Science: Mice-Algorithm. 
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-
Mice-Algorithm_Primary-Schools.pptx 

2x45 min 

Starter Slide 3 

The aim of this lesson is to remind students about the word algorithm 

and introduce them to the concept of debugging. 

Learning goals:  

By the end of the lesson students will be able to: 

• Create a step-by-step of instructions – algorithmic design 

• Notice the important features and details of a character: a 
mouse/ a favourite laboratory animal of their choice- 
abstraction 

• Break down a task into smaller steps – decomposition 

Concepts: algorithms, instructions, decomposition, logic. 

At the beginning of the lesson the teacher should ask students:  

• How can we create an algorithm for someone to draw a 
character? 

5 min 

Development Slide 4 

In this activity, students should begin with a directed drawing activity 

which requires them to follow teachers’ algorithm for drawing a 

favourite laboratory animal.  

Students should have an opportunity to see how the same set of 

instructions can yield very different results, especially if the 

instructions are not specific. 

The teacher should divide the class into pairs and instruct students to 

create their own algorithm for drawing a favourite laboratory animal 

and share it with their partner. 

This lesson should provide an opportunity to introduce the concept 

of “debugging”. In programming, debugging involves finding and 

correcting errors in a program. In this activity, students may find 

errors in their instruction algorithm which need to be corrected. 

 

 

10 min 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-Mice-Algorithm_Primary-Schools.pptx
http://files.eun.org/scientix/03.ThreeRs_PPT4_LS_Sustainable-Science-Mice-Algorithm_Primary-Schools.pptx
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Name of activity Procedure Duration 

 Main Slide 5 

The teacher should instruct students to draw their favourite lab 

animal by following their guidelines:  

1. Think of a favourite laboratory animal in your head. You may 

want to draw it on your whiteboard. 

2. Write a set of instructions for how to draw your animal. 

3. Get a friend to test your algorithm in the space below. 

4. Think about how you could change your algorithm to make it 

even clearer. Use a different colour to mark on your changes. 

5. Change your algorithm and ask another friend to try and draw it 

Slide 6 

The teacher together with students should start drawing teacher’s 

favourite laboratory animal. Teacher should give out paper to 

students and say these instructions: 

a) First, draw a circle for its body 
b) Second, add two arms and two legs 
c) You will need to add two eyes and a mouth with sharp teeth 
d) Add a tail 
e) Give your character two ears 

The teacher should not add any further detail to the instructions, as 

they should be as simple as possible, the aim is to get very different 

drawings.  

After finalizing the drawing, the teacher should instruct students to 

compare drawings amongst each other. The teacher should ask 

students: 

• Why do we think that the pictures are all different? 

• How come we all have such different pictures when we 
followed the same directions? 

The teacher should remind pupils of the word ‘algorithm’, ask if 

anyone can give an example of algorithm. The teacher should explain 

that they have just used an algorithm to draw a picture and that 

algorithm must be very specific to get the results they want. The 

teacher should explain that in programming, when an algorithm 

doesn’t work the way we hoped, we can use debugging to find the 

problem and fix it. 

The teacher should encourage students to suggest improvements to 

their directions that might make the algorithm better. 

This portion of the activity should be done as a subsequent session. If 

done in two sessions, the teacher should remind students of their 

directed drawing activity before beginning the individual and partner 

activity below. 

30 min 

Learning 

activities 

Slide 7 

The teacher should now instruct students to individually create 

instructions for their peers on how to draw and design their favourite 

30 min 
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laboratory animal. The teacher should provide students with the 

Favourite Laboratory Animal algorithms worksheet (Annex V). 

Students should follow the instructions on the worksheet to develop 

their own algorithm. The teacher should then explain that they will 

be sharing the steps with their classmates to see how their algorithm 

works. The teacher should instruct them to share their instructions 

with someone who has NOT seen their drawing. 

The teacher then should provide each student with a blank piece of 

paper for drawing and a second piece of paper for writing instructions 

(for early writers and readers: unless students will be sharing orally 

or writing instructions as shared writing task). The teacher should 

support students in drawing their character and writing the 

corresponding steps.  

Slide 8 

When students have finished writing their instructions, have them 

share their steps with a classmate (preferably a classmate who has 

NOT seen their drawing). The classmate should attempt to follow the 

steps to draw the laboratory animal. When finished, students should 

compare their results and discuss possible improvements to the 

algorithm. After discussing with their pair, students should revise 

their algorithm (if needed) and have another classmate try their 

instructions. 

Slide 9 

Extensions & Variations: Optional 

For early readers and writers, teacher should have the students draw 

their own picture and then give instructions orally rather than writing 

them down. 

For early readers and writers, develop instructions to draw each 

students’ favourite laboratory animal as a shared writing activity 

(rather than independent writing activity). 

Have students repeat this activity with a partner’s favourite animal or 

object/laboratory cage/healthy environment in mind rather than 

their own favourite one. 

Incorporate this type of instruction writing into shared writing and 

independent writing activities. 

Conclusion/ 

Next steps 

Conclusion 

At the end of the lesson, the teacher should discuss with students 

about what they had to change. What did not work in their 

algorithms? What things came out differently to expectations? 

Introduce the word debugging to describe correcting and making the 

algorithm more effective. 

Next Steps: Continue to use the words debugging and algorithm in 

other lessons. 

10 min 
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Cross 

Curricular 

Language Arts:  

Record, in common language, extending from basic descriptors to 

computational thinking language, Decomposition, Pattern 

Recognition, Abstraction, and Algorithms to identify steps achieved 

ICT/Language Arts, Writing, Reading, Reporting:  

the completed solution can be presented textually, on paper, flip 

chart or via an electronic device as spoken word, video or sequential 

slide show with stylus or finger writing. Collaboration, 

communication 

Speaking and Listening:  

Listening carefully to instructions.  

Speaking carefully and clearly to ensure instructions are understood 

 

 

Assessment 

This LS offers opportunities for various types of assessment that can be used by the teacher. Some 

examples provided below:  

1. Formal assessment: tests/exercises provided in attachments can be used in electronic or paper 

versions, Mice Math – Math problem. 

2. Collaboration and communication skills – teacher selects the method. 

3. Personal achievements – evaluation of homework assignments. 

4. Ongoing assessment – completed selections of in-class assignments.  

Student feedback 

The teacher can organize short feedback sessions at the end of each lesson.  

Teacher’s remarks 

The Mice math activity could be adjusted by creating a small game out of it. It could be an online (using 

Kahoot) or an offline quiz. Additionally, the quiz could be done as a board game. Students could be 

separated into small groups (max. 4), and each group has a board, that could be taken from any board 

game (Monopoly, ladders, etc.). The teacher asks questions orally or projects them on the blackboard. 

For each correct answer the students would move 2 steps, for each wrong they would go one step 

back, the winner is the first student of each group that reaches the finish line the first or answers the 

most questions. The game can be made in a way that the classroom is a board, and the students are 

moving pieces, they would move in the previously described pattern depending on whether they 

answer the questions correctly. Additionally, answers to the posed questions could be spread out 

around the classroom. The teacher reads the question and possible answers or projects them on a 

board, and students have to take place at the answer they think it’s correct. The process is repeated 

for each question.  

About the Three Rs project 

The Three Rs project aims to build learning activities to teach school students about the welfare of 

laboratory animals and EU legislation, which embodies the Three Rs (Replacement, Reduction and 

Refinement). The Three Rs project specifically emphasizes exploring the alternative test methods 

which use no animals. Through the learning activities, the project will help students become 

compassionate for animals, gain awareness of the alternatives to animal testing, become interested 

in ethics in science, and develop their critical thinking and science literacy skills.   
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Annex I 

Wordsearch 1. 

 

Answer key for teacher: 
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Annex II 

Wordsearch 2. 

 

 

Answer key for teacher: 
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Annex III 

Wordsearch 3. 

 

Answer key for teacher: 
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Annex IV 

Mice Math – Three Rs 

                                   

MICE MATH 

Math will play an important role in your daily caregiver job duties. Can you complete the following 

math problems you might come across during a normal day at work as a caregiver? 

1. You are required to provide a certain amount of space in the cage for each mouse, depending 

on the size of each mouse. Mice that weigh up to 25 grams (g) are each supposed to have 12 

in2 of floor area in their cage. Your mice all weigh between 15 g and 20 g.  

What is the maximum number of mice you can put into a cage that measures 23 cm wide x 

144 cm long? 

2. Based on the requirements listed above in quarrion 1, how many 20 g mice can be housed in 

a cage that is 19cm wide x 29cm long x 13cm high? 

3. The temperature of your animal room is required to be maintained at 22ºC. The thermometer 

in your room reads 75ºF. Should you call the building engineer to report the room is at the 

wrong temperature?       Yes or No? 

4. A 23 kg. bag of rodent chow (mouse and rat food) costs 35 euro. What is the price for 2 bags 

of rodent chow, needed to feed all mice in one of your rooms, for a month? 

5. Each of your mice eats approximately 4 g of food per day. 

a. Approximately how many grams of food does one mouse eat in a month (30 days)? 

b. How much food (in grams) would be required to feed all 250 mice in one of your rooms 

for one month? 

c. How much is your answer to “b” (above) equal to in kilograms (kg)? 

6. In another mouse room, you use a 23kg.  bag of feed each month to feed the mice. 

a. How many 23kg. bags of feed would you need for that room for 6 months? 

b. For one year? 

7. You have been trained to use a special machine that works like a giant automatic dishwasher, 

to clean and sanitize the empty mouse cages. The rinse water must reach a minimum of 180ºF 

in order to kill most of the bacteria that might spread infection. Your mice are very important 

animals that can pick up infections easily, so you must be sure the cages are properly sanitized 

before you put your mice in them. The display on the machine indicates the rinse water is at 

84ºC. Is the water hot enough to sanitize the cages? Yes or No? 

8. You care for a room that holds 30 mouse cages. It requires a total of 10 kg of clean bedding 

each time all 30 cages are changed. You are required to change their bedding 2 times per 

week. How long would a 50 kg. bag of bedding last? 

9. A mouse’s normal body temperature is 35.8ºC to 37.4ºC. If a mouse has a body temperature 

of 98ºF, is that below normal, within the normal range, or above normal? 

10. You are now making 24,000 euro per year. Because you are doing so well at your job, you 

receive a "performance" merit raise of 5% per year. What will your new annual salary be? 
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Answer key for teachers: 

1. 9 

2. 7 

3. Yes 

4. 70 

5. 120gr/30,000gr/30kg 

6. 6 bags/12 bags 

7. Yes 

8. 2.5 weeks 

9. Within the normal range 

10. 25,200 
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Annex V 

Animal Algorithm Worksheet 
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